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1. Classification of products

The Expert Group had to discuss a few remaining details 6f the system of
product categories it had established in its preceding meeting. The expert of the
United States announced that he could agree to the proposal to distinguish textiles
byr the main fibres used; and the expert of the European Economic Communities gave
his approval to having a number of sub-categories distinguishing the main non-
ferrous metals and their seti-manufactures. The Expert Group thus agreed to a
classification of twa;nty-thrco product categories and 119 sub-categories on which tihe
maiii tabulation, Surynnry Tabulation 1I, should be brtsod. It -ar, agreed that this
classification and its definitions were purely illustrative, solely for the purpose
of economic analysis, and could be modified and further broken down if this were
considered necessary for any further studies that might be undertaken. In this
connexion Canada expressed its concern with regard to the sector of transport
equipment where agricultural tractors and motor vehicles were aggregated together.
,with road motor vehicles. Since many countries were not able to make a statistical
distinction in this regard, Canada was prepared to agree with the actual classifica-
tion of the sector concerned but reiterated its viewmpoint as to the importance and
validity of a more detailed breakdown which Canada might want to pursue at a later
stage.. The Group agreed that Canada could ask the secretariat to prepare an
additional paper sumnmarizing the information from those countries in whose statistics
the distinction was made, when tV.hris subject would be dealt with byr the Committee on
Trade in Industrial Products. This information could than be discussed along with
the main tabulations. Several experts expressed the view, emphasized at an earlier
meeting, that this might also be necessary in other BTN headings, since some of these
groupings cover an extensive number of products of which a more refined analysis may
appear useful.

II. Detailed listings by countries

The EEC recalled its recommendation to add an indication of ,the percentage of
the volume of trade for those items of the United States tariff which are covered by.
several headings of the BIN. This could be done either in the detailed listings or
preferably in a separate table which would, at the same time, clver the concordance
between the Brussels Nomenclature and the tariff of the United spates in both
directions. It was agreed that trade locations should be included in the up-dated
detailed listings of the US for United States tariff numbers which correspond to more
than one fout-digit B12 heading. The United States would also supply the
secretariat with a condensed version of the concordance showing allocations at a
four-digit.BTN. level for circulation as a working document. This was already re-
ceived by the secretariat and will be appended to the final version of the US basic
listing.
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III. Pet-'hods of calcuiatinLz tariff av-era.s

LntroducirLy the di4 -tz.zion ox-.vtc7rmativc methods of calculating tariff
averages, the erotariat pointed out that all tariff averages which it is
possible to calculate have some inadequacies from some points of view.. Me
results of tii experimental. calculations undertaken bY the secretariat basid On
the tariffs of the United States and the European Economic Community and pro-
sented tc t1e- Group in fhur tables, indicated that three of the formulas uscd h1adCL
an upward, and t1=ree a downward bias; and, furthermore, that weighting at the
tariff lirne levcl had, in general, moro pronounced effects than weighting at tWae
level of BIN headings. The problem before the Group was to agoe on a minirmm
number of averaGes to be included in Summary Tabulation II, it being assumed ta-,at
a_1l members of the Group wo,.ld be unable to agpree that any single average could
be considered a "truet' average.

One expert regretted that the sample tabulations should have included cal-
culations for only two tariffs. The secretariat explained, however, that the
two tariffs selected should provide a useful indication of the results of the
methods selected for calculation of tariff averages because of the differences in
their structure both as regards the detail of the- breakdown in various categories
and the variation of the tariff rates.

One export, while ag'ecing that there was no single satisfactory way of
measuring the average level of individual tariffs, considered that two averages,
Nos. 4 and 5, should fulfil the needs of the Tariff Study; the first calculated
from national tariff lines weighted by the country' s own most-favoured-nation
imports, and the second, weighted by the country's own most-favoured-nation
imports up to the EMT' heading level and then further roweightod by world" imports
(including preferential and area imports weighted at most-favoured-nation rates)
at the categc:-y level. He was rccornendirg the first average he had mentioned
because it was the most widely used method of summarizing an individual country's
tariff schedule, and the traditional method used in trade negotiations. He
further stressed that most-favoured-nation imports only should be used for
weighting since policy makers and negotiators are interested in relating averages
to the actual trade flows which are subject to these tariff levels. In addition,
he said that academic studies show that the degrce of downward bias inherent in
this method of calculation had already been considerably reduced and is relatively
modest as a result of the Kennedy Round concessions since the range of rates in
each country's tariff schedule was greatly narrowed and the degree of harmoniza-
tion increased. Average No. 5 was recommended to provide an average which gives
more proper weight to individual duties and corrects any downward bias which
remains. By including preferential and intra-aroa trade in "world imports" at
most-favoured-nation rates, the downward bias of weighting by a country's own
most-favoured-nation imports at the tariff line level should be largely removed.
This average should therefore be used because it seems to have the least inherent
bias and provides, for purposes of economic analysis, the most useful measure of
comparing tariff levels among countries.
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In discussing the advantages and disadvantages of the various methods,
several experts stated that averages calculated directly from unweighted national
tariff lines were more suitable for the purpose of the Tariff Study. The
weighting of customs duties r the country's ovn imports introduced a downward
bias because of the fact that whore duties were high or prohibitive, imports were
generally nil or negligible, whereas the latter were substantial where duties
were low or nil; as a result- of such a weighting therefore, the importance of
the high rates diminished considerably and the low rates had an undue influence.
Some exprts added that the bias introduced by weighting by-a country's own
imports, at the level of tariff lines, was not corrected by re-weighting BIN
averages according to the pattern of "world" trade at the category level as one
expert had arTued because, as the secretariat had indicated, the effects of
weighting at the level of individual tariff lines were in ger ral more pronounced
than thoso of weighting at the more aggregate level. of HEN headings. Onc of the
experts said furthermore that as a result of the KeiLnedy Round the range of rates
in individual tariffs had boen reduced to a ignited extent only, and that it had
been possible to achieve tariff harmoniZation only in icrtain sectors, and not in
the majority of cases.

In the view of several cecperts, a simple arithmetic average of national
tariff lines in each BTN heading, then weighted by "world-' imports at the cate-
gory level, i.e. the average No. 2, reflected best the true situation. The
disadvangago of the downard bias, inherent in any weighting by the country's own
imports, was eliminated if one selected a simple arithmetic average, at the level
of individual tariff lines, and a weighting by "world" imports (including
preferential and area imports weiated at most-favoured-nation tariff ratcs)c at
the leovl of nT headings. In the absence of any detailed statistical datJa on.
"world" imports at the io&O C ind.idual tariff' lines, such average woiud be
the best reflection of -tariff protection in individual counftfries. Oleo mCMber
pointed out, on the other hand, that the strong upward bias inherent in a simple
arithmetic average at the tariff linoe level is not fully removed by weighting by
"world" imports at the level of EN headings. Average No. 2 retains a.upward
bias as can be seen from the sample. calculations produced by the secretariat.

It was felt by certain members.of the Group that the simple arithmetic
average, which would indicate the upper limit of the range in which the correct
average would lic, should, be shown a~.cng with its standard deviation ;which it
had previously been. decided to calculate. One member suggcoted, however, that
the meaning and usefulness of simple arithmetic averages of individual tariffs
was extremely limited as the results depended solely on the degree of detail in
each tariff schedule and bore no relation to actual tradc-flows. In this
export's view inordinate-weight was given to tariffs charged on obscure products
which worc insignificant zI international trade, n-d since tariff schedules were
usually more detailed in highly protected, import sensitive industries, the results
of this method had a strong upward bias. Furthermore,. wide variations in the
degree of this detail amonG countries make international: compa-risons based on
unwoighted averages highly suspect.



Most of the experts who expressed an opinion feolt that only two formul:.s fcr
caloulating avor-ges should be chosen so as to indic-ate the range in which the
true average might poscib17r lic. They also fclt that the inclusion in the
tabulations of more than two a5vorages would be confusing to users not possession,
soecalized st-tistical training; especially so, since scp,-arte averages would
be calculated for (a) all itemzs end (b) dutiable items only, so that the use of
two formulas would result in Ictu average figures, threc formulas in six, etc.
For this purTcsc thexy would rho~se one average wit. unweighted tariffs a ETIN
level and another avceragc with weighted tariffs at this level should be included,
and theyr aure willing -o agree that averages NIos. 2 and 4 would be appropriate.

Onc expert said hc could accept the Liclusion of average No. 2 only if beth
averages Nos. 4 and 5 werc also Calculated Other experts were unable to accept
both Nos. 4 and 5 unIlcss the simple arithmetic average as well as No. 2 were
accepted. The experts thcn: regretfully decided that, in those circumstances, it
would be necossary to calculate these four averages, and it was suggested that the
tabulations be accompanied by detailed notes showing the methods of calculation
and the advantages and disadvantages of each average. One expert expressed the
hope that the decision would be reconsidered in tho capitals in the light of the
arguments adduced, and that it would be possible for the expert who had opposed
it to concur in the selection of two averages. Another export sanid he believed
his Government would be unable to accept averages Nos. 2 and 4 alone in the light
of tho points discussed in the Export Group. He therefore believed the Group
should regard the selection of the four averages indicated as a definitive
decision.

IV. Discussion of Summary Tabulation III comprising imports from developing
countries

A secret riat proposal for a sep-.rate tabulation o, imports from developing
countries was distributed during the meeting and the experts were not able to
study,, it prior to the meeting. One expert recalled an earlier proposal according
to which separate tabulations should be produced for each developing country
listing imports from that country into cach of the countries included in the
study. This would show all tariff lines in BTN order, the most-favoured-nation
rates, the value of total imports ard of imports from the developing country in
question. Such tabulations could bc provided for each developing country, listing
its exports to each of tho other countric s in the tariff study. Another expert
reminded the Group that this information was available from published statistics
or on magnetic tape in the importing countries and could be obtained directly from
them. The experts from developing countries agreed that information on actual
rates of tariffs applicable to particular products of Interest to developing
countries aJs readily available in the published literature. The purpose of the
summary tabulation which the secretariat was buing requested to prepare was not
merely to collect information on actual rates of tariffs but to provide a basis
for further analyses by the Comnittec on Industrial Products of' the tariff problems
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faced by developing countries, as a result of peak rates and tariff differentials
which applied to their products. In its proposal the secretariat had suggested
that imports from developing countries should be listed by tariff lines, arranged
into tthe product categories and sub-categories earlier agreed upon by the Group.
The listing could either be exhaustive or selective according to some quantita-
tive criterion, such as minimum percentage share of imports from developing
countries in total. imports entering under each tariff. line. Responding to an
expert's question, the secretariat tentatively estimated that the choice of
1 per cent of such imports as a cut-off point would lead to the inclusion of
about 40 per cent of all tariff lines, on the average, in the tabulation.

One expert noted that such a mechanical listing of imports from developing
countries would be likely to show that, oven in individual product categories or
sub-categories, the large countries included in thc study were importing different
products; a tariff summary based on such a sample would not be comparable between
the importing countries studied. Moreover, as regards cach industrial country's
tariff , such a calculation would not reflect properly the tariff structure which
developing countries arc faced by.

The experts agreed, that full inter-country comparability could only be
censured in the tabulation under discussion by proceeding on the basis of an agreed
list of products imported from developing countries. In this case, individual
importing countries' tariff rates on identical products would be determined,
averaged and compared. It was realized, however, that this procedure was not
feasible, first, for the difficulties inherent in establishing such a list and,
second, because it would then be necessary to establish the definition of each
listed product in the tariff of each country - since the same product may be
covered by a different number of tariff lines in each national tariff - and the
,-mount of work this would involve exceeded thc capacity of the secretariat.

Another difficulty mentioned related to Ld valorom equivalents of specific
duties to which imports from developing countries might be subjected. The
experts from developing countries stated that in most product categories, the
developing countries supplied items of lowur quality and value, and that there-
fore the incidence of an- specific duty was higher on imports from developing than
from developed countries. Consequently, they considered it important that, where
specific duties were levied, separate ad valorom equivalents should be calculated
from unit values of imports from developing countries only and that such ad
valorem equivalents should be used in the tariff averages of this tabulation.
Excperts from two developed countries said it would be possible for them to supply
such special ad valorem equivalents, but several other experts reserved thUr
position as they had to consult their statistical services first. It was thus
necessary to postpone further discussion of this problem until a later meeting.

In view of the shortcomings of both possible approaches to such a tabulation -
i.e. establishing a common list of products imported from developing countries and
a listing or selection of imports from developing countries by the computer - one
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of the experts proposed a compromise solution, consisting in the selection and
tabulation of -TN headings in which imports from developing countries wore par-
ti-cularly strongly rcprate;Ulftd. Thtor-ountry comnparability being fully ensure^
at the level of BIT' heading, the: experts wore willing to consider this proposal .
It was agreed that the secretariat should consult the exocrts from devoldopins
countries on the basis of suggestions mcdo during the mooting as well as the
original secretariat proposal and formulate a prociso proposal idhich could bc
considered at the next meeting of the Dcport Group, expected to be h&ld towards
thc and of; t-rch or early April 1970. It .;as emrphsizeet that the new ppcnc,-!a
should be distributed suf57icicntly in advernco of' the next mocting.

V. Other business

The Excpert Group also discussed its future programme of work. The
secretariat noted that tabulations as complex as thoso agreed upon by the rGrolp
would have to be accompanied, when transmitted to the Industrial Committee, by
concise explanatoryq notes. As it was important that the notes should be both
exact arnd easily understandable, the secretariat would prepare a draft but would.
like the experts themselves to correct and endorse the text. This could be part
of the business of thc next meeting of the Group in March or April.

One cxpk;rt' pointed out that requests might be expected from other governments
as well as international and private organizations, even universities, for the
information which the secretariat had assembled in the course of the Tariff Study.
Sinec this would have both political and coot implications, it would be useful to
have this problem considered in advance. It was agreed tlat such a discussion
should take place.


